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introduction

Why fusion-evaporation reactions?                      
-AGATA will be used extensively in heavy ion 
fusion-evaporation experiments                                  
-they are well described by reaction codes (e.g. 
CASCADE)
Which are the questions that this simulations are 
trying to answer?
-which is the limit of detection for AGATA?
-how sensitive is AGATA to very weak 
channels?



method
The method of simulation is a Monte-Carlo method 

based on the following steps:
-population of a nucleus using the total cross sections 

provided by the CASCADE code
-emission of particles according to the summed 

evaporation spectrum provided by CASCADE
-emission of a discrete gamma cascade in the 

populated nucleus using the gammaware package
-the energy difference between the nucleus excitation 

energy and the energy of the gamma cascade is 
taken by statistical gammas described by the  
gamma spectrum provided by CASCADE. 



Modeled reaction:

82Se(19F,n p α)

only the 5 strongest chanells considered
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emitted gamma spectrum



problems

-the fixed 1 MeV energy bin of CASCADE 
doesn’t describe well the statistical gamma 
spectrum (there is a version of CASCADE 
called CASC_H that has a variable energy 
bin but we don’t have it)

-the summed neutron evaporation spectrum is 
too wide (extends considerably in the high 
energy part) and if you don’t impose any 
condition on the energy of the emitted 
neutron the energy conservation law can be 
broken. One solution maybe be to use the 
neutron evaporation spectrum of each 
nucleus involved. 



future

Solve the current problems
Simulate as realistically as possible the 
reaction 32S on 58Ni in which the N=Z 
nucleus 88Ru (the 2n channel) is 
populated with a very small cross section 
(4*10-5  from the total fusion cross-
section)

Discrete + statistical gammas
Particle spectra
AGATA + Ancillary detector
Tracking
Coincidence matrix
......
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